MUSICIAN CHAIR

Perfect posture with added comfort.
Helping musicians maintain posture is an endless task. And,
rather than help you succeed, most chairs promote slouching.
But Wenger’s Posture Chair design actually duplicates the
benefits of standing posture in a seated position.
The Wenger Musician Chair offers advanced students and
serious musicians padded comfort for grueling practice and
performance schedules. And the attractive appearance adds
a refined look on any stage or rehearsal room.

MUSICIAN CHAIR
Wenger’s Posture Chair design.
The problem with common chairs.
In a standing position, your rib cage is expanded for maximum breath
intake. Your diaphragm is unconstricted for greater
breath support. Your hips are rotated forward,
allowing your back to follow its natural, supportive
lumbar curve. The result
is the ideal posture for
singing or playing an
instrument.
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But sit in any nonposture chair and your body’s immediate
reaction is to slouch. When you sit back your spine is forced out
of its natural supportive position. This forces your body down,
lowering your rib cage and constricting your diaphragm. To
compensate for this discomfort and lack of support, you move to
the edge of the seat. You’ll continue this cycle as long as you’re seated,
bringing on rapid fatigue and making it difficult to focus on technique.
The Wenger Solution: Posture Chairs
Sit in a Wenger Musician Chair, one of our
exclusive Posture Chair models, and you
immediately notice how the chair’s contours
help duplicate the body’s natural standing
position. Your hips are slightly forward, putting your
spine in its strongest, most naturally comfortable
position. Your rib cage is raised as though you were
standing, giving your diaphragm unobstructed
movement. Your body is held firm, but comfortable.
It’s difficult to slouch and easy to concentrate
on mechanics and performance.

FRAME

Covered with durable upholstery,
the 2" (51 mm) foam seat cushioning
provides comfort for long practice
and performance sessions.

MUSICIAN CHAIR UPHOLSTERY
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PRODUCT SPECIFICATIONS:

Red

• Posture Chair design promotes easier breathing.
• 2" (51 mm) seat cushioning for extra comfort during extended
practices and performances.
• Durable framing and fabrics.
• Three height choices — 16", 171/2" or 181/2" (406, 445 or
470 mm) — support a wide range of musicians.
Note: Seat heights are measured from front of seat to floor.
• Attractive upholstery and frame finish choices let you
coordinate with any color scheme.
• Colors also match Wenger Bravo Music Stands and other
Wenger products.
• Choice of two frame finishes: Black or Chrome.
• Six upholstery colors available: Black, Red, Grey, Plum, Green and Blue.
• Five year warranty.
• Color samples available upon request.
0920000	Musician Chair (15 lbs., 10 oz.) (7.1 kg)
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OPTIONAL ACCESSORIES:
127A261
Move & Store Cart (30 lb) (13.6 kg)
054D500
Dust Cover
Folding Tablet Arm
Folds behind chair when not in use
0939020
Right-Hand Folding Tablet Arm
		
(8 lb, 8 oz) (3.9 kg)
0939021
Left-Hand Folding Tablet Arm
		
(8 lb, 8 oz) (3.9 kg)
054L286

Under-Chair Book Rack (2 lb) (0.9 kg)

054B159

Sousaphone Holder (11 lb) (5 kg)

054A160

Tuba Rest (3 lb, 7 oz) (1.6 kg)

190A059

Ganging Clamps

PURCHASE
ONLINE!
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